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Discourse XVIII
“Followers of the Way, he who is a renouncer of home must needs study the Way.    Take

me for example:    in bygone days I devoted myself to the Vinaya and also delved into the sutras
and the sastras.    Later, when I realized that they were medicines for salvation and displays of
doctrines in written words, I once and for all threw them away, and searching for the Way I prac-
ticed meditation.    Still later I met great teachers.    Then it was, with my Dharma eye becoming
clear, that I could discern all the old teachers under heaven and tell the false ones from the true
It is not that I understood from the moment I was born of my mother, but that, after exhaustive
investigation and grinding discipline , in an instant I knew of myself.” 

“Followers of the Way, he who is a renouncer of home must needs study the
Way.    Take me for example:    in bygone days I devoted myself to the Vinaya and also
delved into the sutras and the sastras.    Later, when I realized that they were medicines
for salvation and displays of doctrines in written words, I once and for all threw them
away, and searching for the Way I practiced meditation.    Still later I met great teachers.
Then it was, with my Dharma eye becoming clear, that I could discern all the old teach-
ers under heaven and tell the false ones from the true    It is not that I understood from
the moment I was born of my mother, but that, after exhaustive investigation and grind-
ing discipline , in an instant I knew of myself.

“Followers of the Way, if you want insight into Dharma as is, just don’t be taken in
by the deluded views of others.    Whatever you encounter, either within or without, slay
it at once: on meeting a buddha slay the buddha, on meeting a patriarch slay the patri -
arch, on meeting an arhat slay the arhat, on meeting your parents slay your parents, on
meeting your kinsman slay your kinsman, and you attain emancipation.    By not cleav-
ing to things, you freely pass through.” 

Up until yesterday I have been talking about the source, or origin, and I said that
whether it’s a plant, a bug, a fish, a bird, an animal, or a human being, they all have the
same source.    We say that they all have the same source, but, actually, isn’t it true that
the condition of “plant” is different from that of fish, bird, or animal. 

Animals for instance, and of course humans are an animal, develop their ears,
eyes, nose, mouth, body inside the belly, inside the condition of the source, and are ap-
pearing inside the condition of the source.    But plants, they don’t first, before they are
born, develop their sense organs inside their mother’s belly, they simply appear.    So,
the source is the same for everything, but it is also different.    That is something I need
you to think about a little bit in the beginning.    But, in all of the cases, the activity of plus
and minus, meeting each other, becoming one, and then contrasting to each other, is
the same.

Today is the last day so we have to hurry!    This activity which is giving birth to all
existent things, is also the very same activity which forms this cosmos, which is the
home for all existent things.    From the standpoint that the Dharma activity, which forms
this universe, which is our home, is the same Dharma activity which gives birth to all the
existent beings, from this standpoint, we can say that the activity of the origin of, for in-
stance, insects is the same as the activity of the origin of animals.    

What is the first being to appear through the functioning of this activity of origina-
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tion?    Probably some kind of plant, or a stone, or perhaps, mud.    Developing from that
we come to the world of the mosquito.    Mosquitoes are repeating the world of mos-
quito.    That which develops from this mosquito world, well, maybe we can say it’s the
fish world.    Here a problem comes up.    Fish are in the world of water.    Existent beings
which do not reside in water, they all also passed through the process of living in the
water world.    Those beings who are existing in water, their source is the water world,
and it is also a world which is a result. 『水の中に存在している物は、水の世界が根源
であると共に結果の世界である。』Perhaps the next thing to appear in this process of
development is the world of the bird.    The bird world appears in the bird world, and then
is hidden inside the bird world.    After this bird world is transcended the next to appear
is, perhaps, the world of animals.    The animal world is doing the cyclic activity of ap-
pearing in the animal world, and disappearing into the animal world.    Again, this animal
world develops, and the human world appears.    

The human world is doing the activity of having people appear into this human
world, and then disappear into the human world.    It’s Buddhism which has always ac-
knowledged this process of evolution.    Humans have gone through this process of evo-
lution, but they will again return to the source, they will go back to the source of the
stone.    The animal world, the bird world, the fish world, the mosquito world, they will all
go back to the origin.    

But, no matter how much development an animal does, it will not suddenly be-
come a human being.    A bird, also, no matter how much it develops, having appeared
in the bird world, it cannot, then, appear as an animal.    Of course, the same can be
said of fish, mosquitoes, and everything.    

In  the text  when Rinzai  says,  “Followers of  the Way,  if  you want  insight  into
Dharma as is...”, and “Dharma as is” means the activity of Dharma.    What he means is
that you who study Zen must manifest the wisdom which clearly knows this Dharma ac-
tivity which forms this world, and all existent beings.    

If there are some people who are teaching about the Dharma activity in a mis-
taken way, the students of those teachers, no matter how much time passes, will be in
danger of, always, thinking this incorrect teaching is true.    When Rinzai mentions “the
deluded views of others,” he is talking about the teachings, and the religions people
have created.    Certainly there are religions which teach about the activity which forms
the world in an unmistaken way, but you could also probably say, there are also reli-
gions which explain the world forming activity in an incorrect way.    The teaching of peo-
ple who are not recognizing the cosmos forming Dharma activity  correctly,  who are
grasping the cosmos forming activity mistakenly, this kind of teaching is what Rinzai is
referring to when he uses the term, “deluded views.”    Deluded    views,    “ninwaku(Jin -
waku)) literally means, to lead people astray.    This is a difficult part in the text, because,
this whole question of what is a true teaching, and what is a mistaken teaching is a diffi -
cult question.    

The people who can explain this Dharma activity correctly are the people who
have been able to manifest the wisdom which clearly knows this activity which forms the
universe.    If you manifest this wisdom which clearly knows the Dharma activity, then
you will clearly understand that this universe comes into being through the workings of
two opposing activities.    This means that inevitably you will have to come to acknowl-
edge plus and minus, man and woman.    And as I’ve been saying, plus and minus in-
evitably will manifest the state of encountering one another.     And when this point of
meeting is broken through, there comes, “guraguragura...guuaaaah!!” a sound like thun-
der, a sound that has no personality, a sound that has no voice 『無声の音響（おんじ
ょう）』 .    This thunderous sound, maybe in the old days people thought it was the
voice of God, but it isn’t God, it isn’t Buddha, it isn’t a ghost, it’s the sound that isn’t a
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sound, the soundless sound.    “Museinoonjo.”    You must manifest the wisdom which
clearly knows this “no sound.”    In the    cases when this “no sound” is manifest, when
the place of meeting is broken through, it goes without saying that these are the times
when the zero activity, the perfect, complete activity, is manifest.    

What I’m talking about here is the plus and minus meeting, and then becoming
one through manifesting the zero activity, and then this condition of unity again dividing.
The zero activity does not tarry in the zero condition, does not fixate the zero condition.
The same can be said in terms of plus and minus, or man and woman.    If man attaches
to man and fixates man, or woman attaches to woman and fixates woman, the Dharma
activity does not do these things.    This thing called the self, it doesn’t matter if it is a
man or a woman, the zero activity will not appear until this self is dissolved. 

Rinzai is calling this activity of dissolving the self, killing the self.    プラスとマイ
ナスが、お互いに内側に向かって、進む場合は、必ず出会う。その場合には、必ず出会
いの場を突破するのだから、自己をかならず殺しているのだ。そこに完全な働き、ゼロ
の働きが現われるのである。
There are cases when the activity proceeds from a point in which the plus and minus
activities meet when they are both facing the center (of the sphere.)    In these cases the
place of meeting undoubtedly will be broken through, and so, the self will, certainly, be
killed.    And with this killing, this breaking through, is the appearance of the activity of
zero.
逆に、この出会いの場が、プラスとマイナス、男と女は、出会った、出会いの場、内に
向かわないで、外側にお互いに、背中を向けて、現われたなら、どういうことになる？
この所を、誤りのないように、こりゃ捕らなければならん。
Oppositely, what will happen if at the place of the meeting of plus and minus, of man
and woman, they are not both facing the center, but instead, appear as being back to
back (BOTH FACING THE OUTSIDE????) You must grasp this situation without any
mistakes. 
背中会わせにお互いが現われた場合に、背中会わせをして現われる場合に、それは反対
の立場で、お互いに分離する立場であろう。
In the case when both activities appear turning their backs, as it were, on each other,
this is a position of opposition, and from this the situation of actual separation arises.
ですから、ここで、対立の働きは、内に向かって必ず対立の場を破る場合もあるが、逆
に、対立して、背中合わせをして、対立分離して進む場合も、こりゃ、ある訳である。
So, we can see, when considering the activity of opposition, or contrast, there are cases
when BOTH activities are facing the center, and the place of encounter is inevitably bro-
ken through, and oppositely, there are cases when the polarization, opposition occurs in
a condition in which the two forces are back to back, and then, from that position, pro-
ceeds to a state of actual separation. (tairitsubunri rather than just tairitsu)
臨済は、ここの所、その出会いを突破した場合に、お互いに背中合わせをして、別れる
ことになるぞという風に言っておるように見える。
You can interpret what Rinzai is saying here to mean that when the point of encounter is
broken through, the two forces are back to back, and then become separate.
それは、そういうふうに捕えても、この出会いの場を打ち破っておるんであるだから、
それは、どちらでもいいということに成るのだ。
Even if you grasp it in this way, the place of encounter is broken through.    Either way
you look at it, this activity of breaking through the place of meeting is the same.
その場合に必ずですから、自己という物を解消して、全体という立場を現前しておるの
だと言っているのである。
And when the place of meeting is broken through, this thing called the self is dissolved,
and there appears the situation of the manifestation of the total body.
ところが、出会いの場を突破しないで、背中合わせをして、別れた場合に、これを
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Dharmaの働きの二分である。
However, when the place of encounter is not broken through, when the activities are
back to back, and then separate, this is the division of the Dharma activity into two.
自己二分である。二分の自己である。完全な自己が自己自体を二分するという働きして、
初めてここに、子供である。自分の子供という物が生まれるのだと、こう、こりゃ、如
来禅では言っているである。
This is the division of the self into two.    This is the divided self.    The complete self does
the activity of dividing its very own body into two, and through this, for the first time, the
child, this thing called the child of the self, is born.    This is what is told in Nyorai Zen.

This is very difficult to really get.    Even after doing zazen for three or four years it
is very hard to grasp this principle of the birth of the self occurring when the one unique
God, the absolute being, divides itself into two.    Why is it so hard to understand?    The
Dharma activity, the activity of plus and minus, is doing the cyclic alternating pattern of
becoming one, and then facing, without any will or desire.    So, in the case of the birth
of the self as well, the Dharma activity is giving birth to the child without any will.    And, if
we look at the situation from the standpoint of the child which is born, the child doesn’t
think, “I was born through an act of will.”    When God divides its very body into two, the
child of God is born, and that is yourself, but when you receive the koan, “How were you
born?” this seems to be a nearly impossibly difficult koan for you.

When the self is born it is not yet doing the activity of consciousness, but it does
do the activity of sensation, or feeling, or receiving touch.    Exhibiting this function of
sensation, existent things appear.    But all of you, when you receive this koan, you are
already in the world of functioning consciousness, and so you give answers as if you
were born already with the function of consciousness being active.    That’s why it’s so
hard.    That’s why you end up having to sit there and say, “I have a question.    What
about this?    What about that?” Just blabbering on and on.    If a child is born, and it al -
ready is speaking, that child is a goblin child.    This is not the Buddha.    The Buddha is
born acting without will.    Something which is born acting wilfully isn’t the Buddha, it’s a
monster child.    But everyone has appeared through an experience of will-lessness, and
so, because you have this experience in your background, you should be able to do this
will-less activity.    At birth, everyone appears through    doing this will-less activity.    But,
if you give answers to me from the standpoint of doing the activity of having will: “Oh, fa-
ther!      Oh, mother!” Recognizing things in this way, then you really put me in a fix.
Please don’t give answers which put me in a jam.    

When the self is born, it is born without will or desire, but it does have this simple
materialistic activity of feeling.    (Roshi hits his fan on the lectern) “Baddinn!” a sound
comes out, doesn’t it?!      That’s fine.    If you can demonstrate the activity of “no sound,
no self,” then this is the activity of the newborn infant.    But, although you may manifest
this no sound, no self, newborn like activity, actually the newborn already has a self.    

Anyway, no matter how you look at it, all existent things, including humans, when
they are born, their parents are born together with them.    It isn’t that mother and father
were born before the self is born.    This is very difficult to really understand, though, and
so I’d like you to really listen carefully as I explain it again.    Before the birth of the self
there was only the plus activity and the minus activity.    Only the activities of tatha-gata
and tatha-agata.    And tatha-gata and tatha-agata were simply repeating the cyclic ac-
tivity of unification and facing, over and over again.      

And as I  always say, the self  is  born by receiving from tatha-gata and tatha-
agata.    The self receives a small fraction from each of the opposing activities, we can
say it receives 0.0001 from each, and through this receiving, it appears.    At the time of
the birth of the child, therefore, the pure manifestation of tatha-gata and tatha-agata no
longer is occurring.    In the instance of tatha-gata, the plus activity, since it has given
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0.0001 of itself to the child, for the sake of the birth of the child, then, if we say that it be-
gan as exactly half, or 0.5, of the total activity, then now it has become 0.4999, and the
same can be said of the minus activity.    Both tatha-gata and tatha-agata do not change
into something fundamentally different.    Tatha-gata will always do the activity of tatha-
gata, and tatha-agata will always do the activity of tatha-agata, but rather, what has hap-
pened is that neither tatha-gata nor tatha-agata are now doing their perfect, complete
activity.    We can call these no longer pure, incomplete states of tatha-gata and tatha-
agata, if we personify them, we can say that at the birth of the self, they have become
father and mother.    This is how Buddhism and especially Nyorai Zen see it.    

So, the self cannot see its own origin.    When the self is born, tatha-gata trans-
forms into father, and tatha-agata transforms into mother.    So no matter how hard the
self works at trying to see the condition of its own origin, as long as the self is in exis -
tence, it will never be able to do it.    You can probably say that there is nothing as bitter
or sad as a child not being able to see its true mother or father.    But, when the self is
able  to  make  the  activities  of  father  and  mother  completely  its  content,  father  and
mother disappear, and the self becomes the complete Tathagata, the complete cosmic
Buddha, the complete God.    So if you want to know the origin, the source of your self,
then make the activity of father and the activity of mother completely your content, be-
cause if you don’t integrate these activities into the self, the condition of the origin wont
appear.    And although the self can never see the state of its origin, through making the
activities of father and mother, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, completely its own content, it
can experience, or “obtain bodily” this condition of the origin. 

When the self is born, inevitably, mother and father, left and right, inside and out-
side, future and past, we can say these kinds of things appear around the self, to the in-
side and the outside of the self.      And the things which are existing outside and inside,
existing in the future and in the past, we can say father and mother, or the good Buddha
and the bad Buddha.    It isn’t until both of these Buddhas are integrated into the self
completely that the complete self will appear.    This is the appearance of the condition
of the origin.    

Through the process of our growth and development there are also cases when
we come to look upon sometimes the good God, and sometimes the bad God.    Some-
times mother is seen as the evil one, and father as the good one, and sometimes it is
the other way around, and by passing through these processes, we grow.    But, the in -
side and outside which are both embracing the self, the past and the future which are
both embracing  the self,  originally  there is  neither  good nor  evil  in  either  of  these.
These notions of good father and bad mother, or good mother and bad father, don’t ex-
ist in reality.    

Why does this problem of good and evil appear in the environment of the self?
The good God is what is convenient to the self, and the evil God is what is inconvenient
to the self,  but why did these come up?     If  you manifest the wisdom which clearly
knows this Dharma activity, this activity which forms the cosmos, then you will know with
certainty that originally there is neither good nor evil.    When the Dharma activity, the
activity of past and future, manifests itself in a way which is inconvenient to the self,
then the self begins to think in terms of past or future being either good or bad, but, as I
said, originally these do not exist.        

In Buddhism, there are explanations about sin, about what we call bad karma.
And we also explain about what is good karma.    But why in the world does this problem
of good and evil come up in the first place?    Even though originally they don’t exist.
Those things convenient to the self are called the beneficent God, and those things in -
convenient to the self are called the Lord of evil.    But truly they don’t exist.    When you
fixate the “I am self,” the people you meet who acknowledge this condition of the fixated
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“I am” self are your good gods, and the people who negate this fixated self become the
evil gods for you.    This is how Buddhism teaches about the way people tend to think.    

If  you think, “I  want to become rich,” in this case the future activity which will
make you rich, if the future activity will make you rich, becomes the good God for you.
But, the minus activity tells you, “Hey, you don’t have to do something like go and get
rich.    It would be better to just stay with me,” and in this case this is convenient for the
self, and becomes evil from the self’s point of view.    

What we’re saying here, is that in general when people say, “I’ve been saved!
I’ve been saved! It’s wonderful!” what has really occurred in this condition, is that they
have  been  helped,  by  something  or  someone,  which  affirms  the  standpoint  of  the
greedy desires of the self.    In cases like this the minus activity is being rejected.    The
minus activity is just looking on, keeping its mouth firmly shut.    But, in the cases when
the minus activity does not keep quiet, but instead calls out, “You shouldn’t do that!
You should come over to my side!”    Then the minus activity becomes an obstruction for
you, something which is getting in the way of you attaining your goal, and so the self im-
mediately thinks of the minus activity as the devil.    The way of salvation in which you
avoid evil and seek to do good, and thus attain your goal, whether it be becoming rich,
or some other goal, is not the real salvation!    It’s not the real thing!    This is the way
Buddhism sees it.    

What we’re saying is that the world of recognizing good and evil, and then seek-
ing to do good, is a way of living which is based on a mistaken teaching.    

So, what in the world is the state of true salvation?    The real state of salvation is
a result of growing, evolving, and developing.    We all know that in Africa, because there
isn’t enough food, there are many children who cannot grow and develop.    The reason
for this is that the way people have ended up having to live in Africa is in violation of the
Dharma activity.    If the Dharma activity is followed, then as a result of this following,
there is no doubt that growth and maturity will occur.    But if this growing cannot hap-
pen, then the people will end up starving to death.    If everyone becomes this dried up
flake of fish, then that is equality. But, since only certain, particular people have become
these starved dry fish, and are, as it were, thrown out, in a half rotten state, to be eaten
by the birds, the horror of it has caused a huge uproar.    

The real state of salvation is to freely follow the Dharma activity, and when this is
done, for the first time, one will realize that an activity which only affirms the self, is not
the activity which brings true happiness to the self.    True salvation only can occur when
the minus and plus activities, together, are completely integrated into the self.    Without
the activity of the place of meeting of plus and minus being negated, and plus becoming
minus, and minus becoming plus, the real condition called salvation will not appear.    In
other words, without love, true salvation wont come into being.    

But, if this state of salvation comes up through the manifestation of true love, is
that the end of the story?    This is not a place that can be stayed in.    Even if you are
saved you must return back to the original source.    In other words, the condition of sal-
vation is the condition in which salvation is no longer needed.    There is also an activity
of becoming free from this state of salvation. If this activity of becoming free from the
state of salvation, as well, doesn’t appear, then it isn’t yet the true way of being for we
humans.

Even though nobody can remain, fixated, in the condition of completeness, be-
cause there are teachings which teach that you do remain in the state of perfection, this
is the cause of our endless troubles and disputes. Some people may say, “If you follow
the way of democracy you will certainly reach salvation.”    Or on the other hand “If you
follow the way of communism you will be saved.”    There doesn't seem to be much dif-
ference, really.    The thing is that no matter what, you cannot fixate, you cannot exist
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forever, in the state of salvation.    So communism and democracy both can be said to
be serving up bona fide lies.    The way I see it both Russia and America are just saying
things that sound good, but they are really lies.    Which one is better?

    The real way of freedom is to appear as the state of salvation, and then to be-
come free from this state of salvation.    Becoming free from salvation is to return to the
original source.    In order to become free from the state of salvation the minus activity
takes the lead, and does the activity of returning to the source.    In this case when the
minus activity is taking the lead, the self, being influenced by the minus activity, is born
as the child of the minus activity.    In other words a self is born which must do the activ-
ity of dying.    And finally, when the source has been returned to, for the first time the
condition of no longer needing to die appears.    

When the plus activity is taking the lead, then through this activity of living, in-
evitably the state will be manifest in which the activity of living is no longer necessary,
and this is the state of salvation.    It is through the manifestation of this wisdom, which
knows this principle of no longer needing to do the activity of living, that the state of sal -
vation is manifest.    Both democracy and communism must appear as this kind of condi-
tion.    And the case when this condition of salvation is become free from, this is the case
in which the self which no longer needs to die appears.    On the one hand we have the
state of salvation, which is freedom from the activity of living, and on the other hand we
have the state of, what is called liberation, which is freedom from the dying activity.
The Dharma activity repeats these two activities over and over.    

So now I think you can really understand what Rinzai is getting at, when this
place of encounter is broken through, whether it’s mother, or father, God or the devil,
you dissolve everything, you beat everything to death, and manifest the perfect zero,
the complete love.    And I think you can understand the next line as well, “not cleaving
to things.”    This means that whatever kind of thing it is, no matter how welcome a thing
it is, you must not look on it in a fixated way.    You must not attach to it.    You must not
fixate yourself or the one whom you meet    When you dissolve your self, you are, at the
same time, beating to death the one your are meeting.    That is when the true activity of
zero,  the  true  activity  of  love  appears.      And  then  he  concludes  “you  freely  pass
through,”  meaning that  you can finally  manifest  perfect  freedom and complete  con-
sciousness.    

I really want to take some more time and keep talking about this part, but I have
already gone over time, and I’m sure that for you it has been more than long enough.
It’s really very hot, and I appreciate your strenuous efforts at practice in this heat.    I re -
ally respect your efforts at studying Zen.    Truly, I’m astonished at your spirit.    In Japan
we say even dogs hate Zen in the summer.    But you seem to like practice, so I respect
you.    
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